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12 of 12 review helpful Beautiful pictures but By Kathleen Ely My husband the card playing geologist wants to have 
the actual scientific name or formula for the rock shown Personally I really like the pretty pictures and I do learn from 
them too 5 of 5 review helpful Dual purpose cards By H Tran I bought this for a friend s daughter since she loves all 
mineral Play your favorite card games while learning to identify rocks and minerals Based on the top selling Rocks 
Minerals field guides by Dan R Lynch this gorgeous deck of playing cards features full color photographs of 54 
different specimens like agates quartz and gold Anyone who enjoys the outdoors will love having these cards for 
playing their favorite games or to use as rocks minerals flash cards About the Author Dan R Lynch has a degree in 
graphic design with emphasis on photography from the University of Minnesota Duluth But before his love of art and 
writing came a passion for rocks and minerals developed during his lifetime growing up in hi 
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